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1. Course description
o Course Type
Compulsory
o Abstract
 The course taught in the first year of the master’s program, serves as its “core class” whose
fundamental goal is twofold – to develop understanding of the nature, potential and limits of
social sciences, and to elucidate the links between political, economic, and philosophical
components of the PEP program. The course does count on the students’ anterior basic
familiarity with philosophy, economics and political science, as well as on their advancement
in these academic disciplines through taking other respective classes offered by the program
and coordinated with the Research seminar. The Seminar’s aspiration is to propel the
students’ grasp of the constitutive disciplines of PEP through its own devices thereby
contributing to the fulfillment of the fundamental interdisciplinary mission of PEP. It is
aiming at strengthening students’ intellectual outlook, cultivating skills of critical thinking,
professional and public discussion.
2. Learning objectives








provide skills of synthesizing methods of research which are conventionally believed to fall
within the
purview of separate compartmentalized social disciplines and philosophy (as a distinct sort
of “knowing”); ability to pursue a “problem-driven” rather than “method-driven” strategy of
research;
enhance ability of independent, critical, and innovative thinking;
enhance student’s soft skills of writing academic essays in conformity with the
internationally established standards, of mastering rhetorical strategies and presentation
techniques;
provide a platform for discussion of students’ research proposals, literature reviews and
term-works;
provide a platform for master-classes of leading scholars.

3. Learning Outcomes



research, writing and presentation competencies;
ability to complete scientific text.

4. Seminar plan
Activities
1 – 2 modules
I
Introduction to Epistemology of Social Sciences
II Value Judgments in Social Sciences
IIa Developing term-work proposals
3-4 modules
III Social Change: Diagnostics and Design
IIIa Developing term-work outlines
IV Master-classes with Guest Speakers
V Defenses of term-works
Total
##

Contact hours
36
14
18
4
36
28
4
4
72

Self-studies
40
14
18
16
44
24
12
8
84

Total
76
28
36
20
80
52
16
4
8
156
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6. Grading System and Requirements
The final grade will be composed of the grades for seminar participation and for intermediate
(proposal and literature review) and final outcomes of a term-work preparation:

Qfin= 0,5Qsem + 0,1Qprop + 0,1Qlit_rev + 0,3Qdef,
where:

- (Qsem) – grade for seminar participation, (Qprop) - grade for the term-work proposal,
(Qlit_rew) – grade for the literature review; and Qdef - grade for the defense of a term-work.
Additional conditions:
 Final grade below 4 is not rounded.
 Attendance and class participation are vital for the successful performance. The absence
of a student on one-third or more classes will make one’s seminar participation grade
equal to zero.
 Failure to fit deadlines for presentation of required texts leads to subtraction of up to 30%
of respective grades; failure to fit the deadline for presentation of the term-work leads to
non-admission to its defense.
7. Examination Type
Overall assessment is based on the final grade described in p.6
8. Methods of Instruction





Interactive lectures and seminars are organized as discussions over either recommended
papers, or students’ presentations. Students are encouraged to interact with colleagues
and teachers.
Students are expected to read carefully contributions of class colleagues and actively
participate in class discussion.
Term paper draft is expected to be formatted according to standards applied to journal
articles (structure, citations, references), class presentations should be prepared in
PowerPoint.

9. Software Support



Most of teaching materials are available for students from the sources of the HSE ELibrary, or through LMS system.
Seminar discussions at class are supported with class projectors.

